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From the From the Chief Catalyst...Chief Catalyst...
AMIT SRIVASTAVA

SUN NEVER SETS!
It’s the earth that revolves. Right? 

 

Sun always evolves… 

Nutrifytoday C Suite summit is here and evolving to be the 

next big thing by the 6th and 7th of June in 2024. 

We are on a journey to build truly democratized and transparent supply chain access across the world.  

As Nutrify Today C Suite Summit is a journey, you are in it every day. We will come to you and work 

closely with you and governments to create success stories of sustainable transparent and democratized 

supply chain access. Remember we are now powered by the world’s first curated AI engine- Nutrify Genie! 

As we plan to get onto the floor to work with you from July onwards, we look 

forward to your continued support as this collective movement is for benefiting all in the industry.

In the c suite summit 2024 we shall review the success stories and sustainable scalability that we all achieve 

in this journey. Hence Nutrify C Suite Summit 2024 will be way different than Nutrify C Suite Summit 

2023. Remember Nutrify C Suite Summit 2022? It was way different. 

As we are evolving together, we announce giving an appropriate name to our journey NUTRIFY C SUITE 

SUMFLEX 2024 

The term SUMFLEX stands for evolving and flexible summit.  

So, await calls from our team, we are coming to build business success stories together starting in July. 

For those who missed out on being part of nutrify c suite summit 2023, join the journey NUTRIFY C SUITE 

SUMFLEX.  

As we said: Sun never sets. It evolves.  

The United Responsible Nutraceuticals Community of the world shall evolve in the journey of  

NUTRIFY C-SUITE SUMFLEX. 
You are still on time :-)

AMIT SRIVASTAVA

Nutrify Today 
Member-Nutra Task Force

Office of PSA To Government of India

Chief Catalyst



The prestigious C-Suite Summit held at the Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai on 8th and 9th of June, 
set the stage for an extraordinary moment of innovation and progress in the nutraceutical 
industry. Amidst the gathering of top executives and industry leaders, a ground breaking 
solution took centre stage, captivating the audience with its potential to transform the way 
ethical nutraceuticals are designed, developed and commercialized. NutrifyGenie, the world’s 
first Idea to Commercialization Curated AI Engine, was unveiled, showcasing its ability to 
streamline processes, minimize time, and maximize profits. The remarkable platform became 
the focal point of discussions, highlighting how it could reshape the future of the nutraceutical 
industry.

This curated AI Engine was used to present a comprehensive solution, from ideation to commer-
cialization, providing executives with a powerful tool to navigate the complex world of ethical 
nutraceutical products. Its ability to structure ingredients, incorporate clinical references and 
check regulatory guidelines embarked confidence to the nutraceutical world. The Engine’s 
extensive portfolio opened up a vast array of differentiated product possibilities, ensuring 
businesses to meet the diverse needs and preferences of consumers. The AI’s ability to generate 
innovative nutraceutical concepts, with its vast network of over 2800 contract manufacturers, 
1500 distributors, suppliers, CRO’s and pack designers demonstrated its remarkable capability to 
reduce go-to market time by 50%, empowering companies to stay ahead of competition. 
As the industry seeks to embrace responsible practices and address evolving consumer demands, 
NutrifyGenie emerged as a game-changer, offering a transformative approach powdered by 
artificial intelligence. The platform’s commitment to Science, Safety and Sustainability resonated 
strongly with the attendees, who saw in NutrifyGenie a catalyst for positive change in the 
nutraceutical market.

With NutrifyGenie at the forefront, the nutraceutical industry stands poised to navigate the 
challenges and seize the opportunities for tomorrow.

Ask NutrifyGenie
wow@nutrifytoday.comhttps://nutrifygenie.com/ +91 - 9538011662



A company that focuses on ingredient efficacy quality ensures consistent 
effects, leading to customer loyalty and the brand’s long-term success. 
Working in close consonance with Medical Science, CEPHAM has pro-
duced bio-active nutraceutical ingredients for over 35 years.

OmniActive Health Technologies is one of the major players that has 
steered the Nutraceutical and Natural Health Industry. With a keen focus 
on developing scientifically validated, health ingredients, they have a
customer-centric approach, while eying a major, global footprint.

Bio-gen specializes in creating health ingredients, catering to the needs of 
the global consumer, while tending to strict, transitional regulatory 
standards.

In collaboration with growers from India, Africa, Europe, and South America, CEPHAM produces 
high-quality herbal ingredients, phytochemicals & nutraceutical chemicals for the supplement and 
alternative medicine industry. 

Over the last 35 years, CEPHAM has entered partnerships with Five American Universities, 
thereby developing a robust, R&D base.

Led by Sanjaya Mariwala, the Group is keen on promoting Indian Nutra Inc and is more than 
doing its bit to help the industry thrive in India. Today, we welcome them on board as our partners 
for the C-Suite Summit, to help India realize its 100 BN Dollar Nutra vision.

Specializing in Nutraceutical extracts and other products, Bio-gen has adopted core scientific 
techniques and methodologies for related products, focusing on customized solutions to deal with 
the needs and requirements of the customer base. 

The aim is to ensure greater standards in terms of safety, traceability, transparency, quality, and 
consistency.
Bio-gen is a producer of a wide range of products, with nutraceutical extracts at the very core.

THANK YOU PARTNERS FOR 
NUTRIFY C SUITE SUMMIT 2023



GENCOR Pacific specializes in single herb extract products, clinically 
tried, and approved their range of products is vast, from fitness and sports 
health products to products catering to specific health needs, products 
catering to women and children, and products that cater to a progressively 
aging populace.

Driven by the zeal for wellness and better health care, Gangwal Health-
care Private Limited began its journey in 1987 and has now emerged as 
a pioneer in providing better health and well-being. The organization’s 
keystone has been a keen understanding of the consumer and a consuming 
passion for R&D and innovation. The 2023 C-Suite Summit is going to 
get bigger and better, with more stakeholders participating.

A global leader in beverage, food, health, biosciences, and sensorial experi-
ences, IFF develops a range of products, varying from cosmetics to health 
use, nutraceuticals-probiotics, and herbal and renewable products.

Gencor offers an incredible list of single herb extract products, which cater to changing needs of 
customers, It Specialise in health, fitness, women, and childcare products apart from products that 
cater to an aging population.

An international collective of thinkers, who partner with customers, IFF combines the aesthetics 
of art with the logical precision of science, to help create “better for you,” products.
By building a strong partnership base with customers, IFF has developed access and availability to 
world-class R&D, to develop and better a varied portfolio of products.



Allianz Biosciences Pvt Ltd (ABPL) is an exclusive Probiotic Research 
and Manufacturing facility, dedicated to manufacturing high-quality 
probiotic formulations complying with Global Standards. 

Ambe, are in the business of creating ingredients that meet tomorrow’s 
healthcare needs. They invest in R&D and Clinical testing to bring value 
addition to existing and new ingredients, making them a perfect match for 
new formulations and innovative dosage formats in the market.

The state-of-the-art facility is equipped with cutting-edge machinery with high automation and 
is proud to employ personnel who have 20+ years of probiotics manufacturing experience and ex-
pertise. ABPL is a WHO-certified and GMP-compliant facility that has received ISO 9001:2015, 
FSSC 22000, and ISO 45001:2018 accreditations from SGS Geneva. 

ABPL has innovated various “1st time in the World” dosage formats in Probiotics & Nutraceuti-
cals. In fact, ABPL today boasts of offering the widest variety of probiotics dosage formats in In-
dia including Capsule, Capsule in Capsule, Sachet, Sachet in Sachet, Stick pack, Tablet, Chewable 
Tablet, Mouth Dissolving Tablet, Dry Syrup, Liquid Vials, Liquid Drops. 

ABPL has produced more than 2900 million probiotic units since its inception and currently man-
ufactures probiotic products for leading Indian Pharma companies including Sun, Mankind, Cipla, 
Abbott, Dr. Reddy’s, Torrent, JB USV, Himalaya, to name a few. ABPL also exports probiotic 
products to CIS, Latam & SE Asian countries apart from being qualified as a preferred FDF man-
ufacturing partner of global probiotic companies. 

ABPL is looking forward to becoming “Your Preferred Probiotic Partner”

While being a leader in standardized extracts, their focus for the next decade is on Branded ingre-
dients – that is clinically validated and carry strong claims for safety and efficacy. They currently 
have 4 Branded ingredients in our portfolio and a few others in various stages of testing. These 
include India’s first and only FSSAI-approved Pine Bark Extract (Pinorox), India’s first nasal 
application of Andrographolide (BioImmune), a natural weight loss ingredient that can reduce upto 
2.4 kg in 45 days, and many more. Each of their ingredients carries a strong advantage that bene-
fits our buyers as well as end users.



A global pioneer and leader in the production of Naturally extracted As-
taxanthin, AstaReal’s motto is well-being and wellness for all. With over 
70 clinical trials to its credit, it has now emerged as the world’s leading 
producer of Natural Astaxanthin. 

The Crius Group specializes in contract manufacturing, with niche expe-
rience in hard-to-manufacture products and specializing in customized 
production and end-to-end tracking. 

They began their journey in 2005 and have emerged as major contract 
manufacturers in both the Pharma and Nutra sectors.

The sole manufacturer of Liquid Filled Hard Gelatin/ HPMC Nutraceu-
tical Capsules in India, Nutra Grace, headquartered in India is now a 
member of the Nutrify Today Elite Club. 

The Elite Club of Nutrify Today brings together leaders from Pharma, 
Nutra, Food Tech, and medical care sectors, to help the flow of ideas, lead-
ing to greater convergence.

A subsidiary group of the Japanese parent company, Fuji Chemical Industries Co., Ltd. Asta Real 
has emerged as the world’s leading producer of Naturally extracted Astaxanthin. More than 30 
years of research and trials have gone into the making of this product. Recently Fuji Chemicals 
announced that clinical trials are being conducted in India in association with Indian partners.

Today, we at NUTRIFY TODAY, welcome them as partners of the C-Suite Summit 2023, to help 
create and facilitate an environment for Nutra Inc to take the next step forward.

Apart from brainstorming ideas, members of the Elite Club get to be highlighted and shown on the 
Nutrify Today Platform, the world’s largest Nutraceutical, online platform. 

Nutra Grace brings to the field an innate sense of honesty and transparency through its products 
and has also expanded in manufacturing base across five countries worldwide. 

Nutrify today believes that as a member of the Elite Club, Nutra Grace will bring a lot of experi-
ence and wisdom to the table.



Amway is the world’s No. 1 direct-selling company with a presence in 
over 100 countries & territories. Amway India commenced commercial 
operations in May 1998 and has emerged as the largest Direct Selling 
FMCG Company, accentuating our vision of helping people live better and 
healthier lives.”

At Vantage Nutrition we help our customers and partners get their quality 
nutraceutical products to market, faster. We’re able to do this because we 
understand that in the nutraceutical industry, timing is everything. 

Nutriventia’s vision of improving the overall health and wellness of the 
global community resulted in the creation of Nutriventia, with a primary 
focus on nutrition.

Orish J Bioworks is a DIPP-recognised startup incubated at IIT Delhi. 
Orish’s patented Nanocurcumin has more than 90% purity and no carrier 
particles. It has pre-clinical validation for safety and efficacy and is at 
TRL 4 as per the BIRAC scale. 

Nanocurcumin is ready for health and wellness application in nutraceuti-
cal products.

So, to make sure our customers capitalize on the latest trends, we’ve done all the hard work, 
ensuring they have access to the latest in market intelligence, innovative technology, state-of-
the-art manufacturing, packaging, and brand development. It’s what we call our Vantage 360° 
concept-to-customer solution. With 60 years of dedicated integrated pharmaceutical manufacturing 
expertise as a division of ACG World — isn’t it about time you spoke to Vantage Nutrition?

Nutriventia is a brand of Inventia Healthcare - a pioneer in novel drug delivery solutions (NDDS). 
Their journey began three decades ago, when two scientists with deep-rooted knowledge in medical 
sciences, ventured out to develop solutions that were an improvement on generic products. Today 
we are the preferred partner to multinational & Indian transnational companies for their global 
requirements.



Truhealthy is a leading nutraceutical company that prides itself on provid-
ing high-quality products and promotes them through ethical marketing. 
Their formulations deliver patented ingredients through robust formula-
tions which are clinically validated. 

BACFO, established in 1994, is a leading manufacturer and exporter 
of Nutraceuticals Health Supplements, Food for Special Dietary Use 
(FSDU), Weight Management, Sports Nutrition, Food for Special 
Medical Purpose (FSMP) Prebiotics - Probiotics, Herbal Medicine, and 
Personal Care products. It currently exports to 25+ countries in addition 
to sales in domestic marketing and manufactures for over 50+ leading 
pharmaceutical companies, pharmacy chains, e-commerce players & 
network marketing organizations.

Samriddh Nutractive is a manufacturer of the high-quality, novel, and 
science-backed herbal and plant-based extracts. With a strong belief that 
food is the best medicine and there is nothing identical to nature we strive 
to provide the most abundant plant-based ingredients for optimal health 
solutions. 

With over 150 medical representatives spread across India and a business model that promotes eth-
ical marketing, Truhealthy has become a preferred choice for customers who seek trustworthy and 
effective health solutions. Recently, the company has expanded beyond India’s borders to provide 
its products globally. Truhealthy’s ultimate vision is to promote true nutrition for healthy living, 
creating a world where people can achieve optimal health and well-being.

Their dedicated team is constantly working to improve our offerings through the integration of Tra-
ditional knowledge, Modern science, and an Innovative approach to product development. With 
a holistic approach to health at the heart of every product they constantly endeavor to ensure that 
the product meets every need of our customers and helps them stand out in the marketplace.
Their branded ingredient B-Lit Bacopa is the most unique and powerful Bacopa Monnieri Extract. 
Over 3000+ years of Ayurvedic research have clearly evinced Bacopa’s role as the most potent 
Nootropic herb which helps in promoting memory, alertness, concentration, and reducing stress and 
anxiety among many other benefits.

The R&D unit is duly recognized by the Department of Scientific & Industrial Research (DSIR), 
Government of India. A separate pilot-scale Lab with R&D scale manufacturing ensures quick 
development, sampling & process optimization for its customers.
BACFO is part of the global AKC Group, whose promoters are also behind the genesis of the reput-
ed Amity Education Group, which has diversified business interests in Plastics, Pharmaceuticals, 
Packaging, Education, Technology Transfer, Turnkey Projects, Finance, Construction, Publishing, 
and IT. The Group, established in 1976, has over 12,000 people.



ZEUS HYGIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED is cofounded 
by technocrats with rich experience in pharma/Nutra industries (Ex J&J, 
Cipla, DRL, Aurobindo Pharma, Zydus, Celltrion Inc, Omni active Health 
technologies). Zeus Hyzia is keenly focused on its mission of creating 
Evidence-based, Efficacy ensured value added plant-based nutraceutical 
ingredients backed with science to address the therapeutic gaps through 
sustainable research and innovations.

Unique Biotech is one of the largest probiotic manufacturers in the world 
and has been active in the probiotic industry since 2001. Owing to their 
ideation, expertise, and experience, they have been able to diversify their 
portfolio of well-researched and characterized probiotic strains and 
formulations with applications in the food supplement, pharmaceutical, 
and animal healthcare industries. With the vision of enhancing health and 
wellness the natural way through scientifically backed probiotic solutions, 
UBL strives to be a part of your healthier future.

Hexagon Nutrition is a differentiated and research oriented pure-play 
nutrition company offering clinical products, micronutrient premixes, and 
therapeutic products since 1993. There is a growing demand for functional 
nutrition and Hexagon Nutrition has been able to move up the value chain 
with a presence across retail pharmacies, hospitals, and prominent 
e-commerce players.

In a short span, Zeus has commercially launched Seven branded nutraceutical ingredients support-
ed by clinical, preclinical, and toxicology studies. The innovations team has developed multiple plat-
form technologies and filed various international patents for the technologies and products. Zeus 
has a customer base in more than 8 international markets including North America, Europe, and 
Japan. In addition, Zeus has got a strong pipeline of innovative ingredients under various stages of 
development.

Hexagon Nutrition sells its products across India and has exported to around 70 countries to meet 
the demand for holistic nutrition through Micro-nutrient premixes, Fortified rice kernels (FRK); 
Clinical Nutrition, and Therapeutic Nutrition “PENTASURE” being our flagship category is a 
leading name in the health, wellness, and clinical nutrition space and offers a complete source of 
nutrition for all age groups.
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One Nutra Iconic summit for Global C-Suite executives at 
One big iconic venue: The Taj Mahal Palace; Mumbai

2 Days long Nutrify C-Suite Summit 2023: Back-to-back knowledge sharing, 
business, deals, and fun

Nutrify today C-Suite Summit 2023 elevated Networking to Networthing

One nutra world - one AI launched : Nutrify Genie click and Enterprise (Beta)

Korean companies announced Korea zone with Nutrify C Suite Summit to 
be held in Seoul later part of 2023

Top media covered the event: CNBC, Zee Business, Express Pharma, and many 
more..

703 meetings set using nutrify today mobile apps c suite feature

350+ C-Suite executives

40+ Countries representation

82 deals struck

12 factory visits organized
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The Nutrify C-Suite Summit 2023 offered three key benefits: networking, diversity, and 
opportunities. The summit provided excellent networking opportunities within the nutraceutical 
industry. We had the chance to connect and build relationships with professionals from various 
sectors, fostering valuable connections for future collaborations and partnerships. The diversity 
present at the summit was truly inspiring. Interacting with attendees from different countries and 
backgrounds brought fresh perspectives and ideas to the table. The exchange of knowledge and 
experiences enriched our understanding of the industry and expanded our horizons. One of the 
most significant advantages of attending the summit was the abundance of opportunities it 
presented. From engaging discussions and panel sessions to workshops and keynote speeches, 
the event provided a platform to learn from industry leaders and experts. The exposure to 
innovative ideas, emerging trends, and cutting-edge technologies opened doors for potential 
collaborations and business growth. Overall, the Nutrify C-Suite Summit 2023 offered an 
exceptional experience with its networking opportunities, diverse community, and numerous 
avenues for professional development and growth.

Yes, the Nutrify C-Suite Summit proved to be highly beneficial for our business. The event provi-
ded us with invaluable networking opportunities, allowing us to connect with key professionals, 
industry leaders, and potential partners. These connections have facilitated collaborations, joint 
ventures, and knowledge-sharing, which have directly contributed to our business growth. Moreo-
ver, the summit exposed us to a diverse range of perspectives and insights from industry experts 
and thought leaders. The discussions, panel sessions, and workshops provided us with valuable 
information and updates on the latest trends, technologies, and best practices in the nutraceutical 
industry. This knowledge has enabled us to stay ahead of the curve, make informed decisions, and 
adapt our strategies to the evolving market landscape. Additionally, the summit offered numerous 
business development opportunities. From exploring new markets and customer segments to 
showcasing our products or services, we were able to leverage the platform to generate leads, 
forge strategic partnerships, and expand our business reach. The event‘s focus on fostering 
innovation and driving growth further complemented our objectives and provided us with a 
competitive edge in the market. Overall, the Nutrify C-Suite Summit has significantly benefited our 
business by strengthening our network, enhancing our industry knowledge, and creating 
opportunities for business development and expansion. We consider our participation in the 
summit as a worthwhile investment that has positively impacted our overall success and positio-
ning in the nutraceutical sector.

Summer Bhagra 
BACFO Pharmaceuticals

Connect, Knowledge sharing, Perspectives in Nutra
Excellent work. Was much better than VitaFoods India 2023 and improvements vs. last year were 
phenomenal. If the delta continues, this would be the name to reckon with in Indian Nutra 
Industry for years to come.

Brijesh Kapil 
Amol Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.



3 key benefits in Nutrify C- Suite Summit 2023?

1. VERY INFORMATIVE 
2. LIAISON WITH MANUFACTURERS 
3. FUTURISTIC 

This event was set up with the future of human health in mind. The venue was great. the lectures 
and panels were fantastic and very informative. Being a medical doctor for women. I realized 
the possibility of using nutraceuticals as adjunct therapy ...and maybe primary therapy for NON 
COMMUNICALBLE diseases. the future of humankind depends on the Tra generational epigenetic 
effect on genes just by nutrition Eat healthy and supplement correctly.

3 key benefits in Nutrify C- Suite Summit 2023?

1.  INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE 
2. HIGH-QUALITY NETWORKING 
3. NOT VERY CROWDED LIKE OTHER TRADE SHOWS  

Yes, we were able to convert the leads into business on 2 occasions and initiate communications 
with a few more. The fact that the event is not open to all/walk-ins ensures that whoever attends, 
is a prospective quality lead. The introduction of the mobile application is a welcome step, but it 
still has multiple bugs. The only thing that could be improved is that networking sessions could be 
made even more structured.

Narendra Malhotra 

Rahul Bhadula 

Global Rainbow Health Care, Ujala Cygnus Rainbow Hospital Agra

Ambe Phytoextracts Pvt. Ltd.

Networking, Global presence of audience.  
Nutrify is a platform where eminent speakers shared their ideas and exchange of ideas and 
thoughts took place in a positive manner. Liked the hospitality and networking opportunities.

Susovita Sanyal
ACG World



REGISTER NOW

Full Course: Rs. 48000 10000 
Single Module: Rs. 6000 4500 
1 Short Video: Rs. 1000

Nutrify Today Academy launched 
an online certification program on 
industry-ready bridging courses in 
nutraceuticals.
Association with Centurion University

CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

https://academy.nutrifytoday.com/ + 9 1 9 5 3 8 0 1 1 6 6 2
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For any business enquiries, please write to us: hello@nutrifytoday.com

Download app now: 
“nutrifytoday”

ios Android

DISCLAIMER: This report is based upon individual expert’s view/judgment. Such analysis may vary from 
expert to expert. The information, analyses presented herein do not constitute legal advice or opinion. 
Therefore, this report should be seen as an input for illustrative purposes. The results are based on 
available data from public and private information sources. This report is prepared as a technical input to 
support technical discussions. This report should be indicative and Nutrify Today or it’s subsidiaries are 
not responsible for any commercial or legal action based on this report.


